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October 30 - Classroom Halloween Parties and 

Parade 

 Nov 3 Picture re-takes  

Nov 4 Donuts with Dad 7:30 a.m. students with 

last name A-L  

Nov 5 Donuts with Dad 7:30 a.m. students with 

last name M-Z  

Nov 13 PTO Meeting at 12:15pm  

Nov 16 Report Cards go home in backpacks  

Nov 17-19 Scholastic Book Fair  

Nov 17 & 19 Parent Teacher Conferences  

Nov 20 School Spirit Day: Pajama Day  

Nov 24 Pencil Hangout  

Nov 25-27 NO SCHOOL – 

Thanksgiving holiday  

Looking ahead: 

Holiday music program—

December 7th 

We have completed our study of realistic fiction and our 

Lemoncello study!  Our grand finale was a opinion paper as to 

why we thought Mr. Grabenstein had written the book.  All of 

the papers were wonderful, however one really caught my eye.  

So I did what any bragging teacher would do—I sent it to the 

author!  Little did I know that it would end up on Facebook!   

 He wrote: A teacher in Michigan made my day by sharing this essay rom one of 

her students!  #MrLemoncello was the “worm” that got him hooked on reading! 

Our new genre unit is on 

mystery—the perfect unit 

to study now!  We have 

started working on “mysterious” vocabulary!  

We will be working on our case files as well! 

Our realistic fiction book 

projects will be coming 

home this week!  We’ve 

had fun learning how to 

read a rubric and follow 

the directions to 

complete  a book project 

completely and correctly! 

Our Word Journey has started off 

fabulously!  I have been using whole 

class lists these beginning weeks as 

I teach the different activities 

that can be done.  Those activities 

can be found on the tabs inside your 

child’s agenda.  Beginning next 

week, I will be assigning your child 

a list of words based on the 

assessing I have done re: their 

spelling knowledge.  They will stay 

in that group for 6 weeks, with me 

then reassessing.  I will have 4 

different groups running, so please 

be sure that look carefully at what 

group your child is assigned to.  I 

will be posting the words on the 

website as well with the group’s 

“road name” at the top! 

In math we are nearing the end of Unit 2.  During the past couple of weeks, I have 

had a number of parents contact me re: difficulties with Math Links at home.  Things 

like “They know it there but not at home,” or “They just don’t get the way I am 

showing them.”  One of the interesting things about math instruction now compared 

to when I was a kid is that I HAD to do it the teacher’s way—the ONLY way.  We 

now know that there is more than one way to answer problems, and as if the 

student can do it CONSISTANTLY, it is okay.  I know that even as a teacher I get 

challenged with some of the different strategies I am to present because it’s not the 

way I do it.. . .but for some kiddos, it makes 

PERFECT sense.  If this is happening with your child, 

take a step back and ask them THEIR strategy.  You 

might be surprised!  Now, having said that, if your 

child is having problems, and CANNOT give you a 

strategy, LET ME KNOW! Math Links should be a 

review, not an instructional time! 

I hope this helps! 

Our read 

aloud now: 

Wonder! 



In Social Studies we have started our Geography and Regions 

Unit.  The first thing we did was to talk about TOADS & GILLS and 

how it relates to maps.  Please ask your child about this! Then 

we identified and reviewed the directions on a Compass Rose. 

The continents and oceans were our next review, as we labeled 

them on our map of the world. We ended our time together with 

a game, I Have…Who Has… of the United States. Using a map and pointing out the state, proved 

to be a difficult task for many. Perhaps, some review at home would be a good idea. 

Geographically Speaking, 

Mrs. Grifhorst  

In our math extension block, we’ve been having fun!  We’ve been taking a 
lot of quizzes on Kahoot.  It’s a virtual classroom that the kids log into, then 
we take a quiz as a group and check our progress as we go.  The kids love 
Kahoot!  We’ve also started a CREATE YOUR OWN VACATION project.  The 
kids get $5000 to spend on a 5 day/night vacation.  They have to decide 
their transportation, lodging, activities, and food once they arrive.  They 
use the ipads for research and plan their dream trip!  The kids are finding a 
lot of great websites, I especially like costtodrive.com.  You enter your 
start/end location and the type of car you drive.  The site then tells you 

how many miles, and the cost for gas based on local prices.  It also shows a map with suggested gas 
stations to stop at to fill up your tank.  Thanks for sharing your 4th graders with me!  ~Mrs. Hersberger 

We have worked so hard on our unit on organisms.  We took our 

final assessment and these will be coming home soon!  One of 

the things that was learned is that we do very well on multiple 

choice sections of tests, but when we have come to an “answer 

in a complete thought” type, we have a tendency not to 

answer the WHOLE question!  This is something we will continue 

to work on! 

Our new unit is all about States of Matter.  We have begun work 

in our interactive science notebook on vocabulary—the difference between WEIGHT, MASS and 

VOLUME!  These can be very tricky so we are going to work hard on using these  terms properly during 

the unit.  We will be experimenting with the three different states of matter, discovering how they are 

alike and how they are different, how they can be measured and what happens to the different kinds of 

matter when they are heated and cooled.  - Mrs. Schroeder 


